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Molecular alterations in cancer cells offer potential for 

therapeutic intervention with "target-based agents"

Hanahan & Weinberg Cell 2011



Driving personalized healthcare forward
Personalize treatment through understanding of a patient’s tumor

Diagnostics Single disease markerNo specific biomarkers
Comprehensive NGS & 
response monitoring

Target population Medium: sub-groupLarge: unspecified Small: individual patient

Targeted agents biomarker 
guided

Empirical and 
“One drug fits all”

Profile-guided with 
personalized clinical 

decision support

Treatment

NGS=Next generation sequencing; CIT=Cancer Immunotherapy

Blockbuster medicines Targeted therapies Personalized treatments

Complexity

Increasing need for advanced data 
analytics capabilities



Several factors influence 1st line treatment decisions in mCRC



EGFR: first targeted pathway in CRC 

Adapted by Ciardiello F. and Tortora G. NEJM 2008;358:1160-74



Development of anti-EGFR agents in mCR

Adapted from Troiani T . …Martinelli E. ESMO Open 2016



From KRAS to RAS: Improved patient selection has 
enhanced the benefit of anti-EGFR therapies

RAS wt population

Overall patient population

KRAS (exon 2) wt population

OS benefit*
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Sorich MJ  et al. Annals of Oncol 2014

Mutated patients 



How to improve patient’s selection beyond RAS



CAPRI GOIM trial

Primary end-points: 
1st line treatment: PFS1 2nd line treatment: PFS2

From July 2009 to June 2013: 340 patients enrolled for 1st line

As of 31 August 2013, 151 pts have progressed and were randomized to ongoing 
2nd line therapy (cetuximab + mFOLFOX4, n=76; mFOLFOX4, n=75)

2nd line

PFS2PFS1

Cetuximab + FOLFIRI

Treat 
until PD 

or 
toxicity

Treat 
until PD 

or 
toxicity

R

Cetuximab + 
mFOLFOX4

mFOLFOX41st line 
KRAS wt mCRC

(local pathology lab assessment for KRAS 
codons 12 and 13)

Ciardiello et al. Annals Oncol 2015

Retrospective centralized gene mutation analysis by NGS



Clinical activity of Folfiri+cetuximab according to gene mutation 
status by NGS (CAPRI-GOIM study)

Ciardiello et al. Annals Oncol 2015



How to improve the efficacy of anti-EGFR therapies in 
selected population?

Sym004

Pedersen MW, et al. Cancer research 2012

Dienstmann R, et a. Cancer discovery 2015





Sym004 Overall Survival

Montagut et al. JAMA Oncol 2018



How to improve patient selection: easy detection of 
molecular alterations



Applications of cfDNA analysis in the 
management of  mCRC

• Determination of baseline RAS at diagnosis to decide anti-EGFR
therapy (predictive markers).

• Monitoring of the emergence of RAS mutations as a mechanism of
resistance to anti-EGFR therapy (clonal evolution).
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Concordance of plasma and tissue RAS mutation results
in retrospective studies

Grasselli  et al. Ann Oncol 2017

Vidal et al.   Ann Oncol 2017

Pitfall: lung and peritoneal metastasis , mucinous histology   



Concordance of plasma and tissue RAS mutation results
for prospective study: deep NGS plasma vs SOC (tissue)   

Bachet JB et al.  Ann Oncol 2018



Applications of cfDNA analysis in the 
management of  mCRC

• Determination of baseline RAS at diagnosis to decide anti-EGFR
therapy (predictive markers).

• Monitoring of the emergence of RAS mutations as a mechanism of
resistance to anti-EGFR therapy (clonal evolution).



Bettegowda Sci Transl Med 2014 Siravegna Nat Med 2015

Clonal Evolution and Drug Resistance



B-RAF in CRC 

• Oncogenic BRAFV600E mutations are present in ≈10% of colorectal cancers (CRCs).
• In CRC, BRAFV600E mutations confer a poor prognosis, resulting in nearly a 2-fold

increase in mortality relative to wild-type BRAF in the metastatic setting (median OS ≈13
m; median PFS in first line ≈6 m).

• In adjuvant setting : BRAFmut MSS shorter DFS and OS; BRAF MSI longer DFS but not OS).
• BRAFV600E mutation in CRC is associated with a right-sided primary site, advanced age,

female sex, high tumor grade, and precursor sessile serrated adenomas.
• BRAFV600E CRC is also associated with the CpG island methylator phenotype (i.e.,

hypermethylated phenotype), which may result in the epigenetic inactivation of MLH1,
inducing a mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency and consequently a microsatellite instability
(MSI) phenotype.Among patients harboring BRAFV600E metastatic CRC, ≈20% exhibit
deficient MMR deficiency.

• Lymphonode and peritoneal metastasis preferred.
Loupakis et al. Br J Cancer2015
Corcoran R et al. Cancer Discovery 2018
Taieb J et al. JAMA Oncol 2016



BRAF population which is the best treatment? TRIBE study ? 

 

FOLFOXIRI plus bevacizumab (bev) versus FOLFIRI plus bev as first-line treatment of mCRC: updated survival results  
of the phase III TRIBE trial by the GONO group. 

  
C. Cremolini, F. Loupakis, G. Masi, V. Zagonel, F. Bergamo, L. Salvatore, E. Cortesi, G. Tomasello, M. Ronzoni, F. Pinta, A. Zaniboni, G. Tonini, A. Buonadonna, D. Amoroso, C. Sonaglio, A. De Stefano, C. Boni, G. Allegrini, L. Boni, A. Falcone.  

 

On behalf of the GONO (Gruppo Oncologico del Nord Ovest, Italy) investigators 
 
 Background 

chiaracremolini@gmail.com 

The phase III TRIBE study met its primary endpoint, showing that first-

line FOLFOXIRI plus bev significantly prolonged PFS, as compared to 

FOLFIRI plus bev (HR: 0.75, p=0.003). Also the RECIST Response Rate 

was significantly increased (65% vs 53%, p=0.006). 

FOLFOXIRI plus bev was associated with an higer incidence of 

specific G3/4 adverse events (neutropenia, diarrhea, mucositis, 

neuropathy) but not of febrile neutropenia, serious adverse events 

and treatment-related deaths. 

Preliminary results at a median follow up of 32.2 months, when 286 

out of 508 patients had died, showed that FOLFOXIRI plus bev 

prolonged OS with a trend toward significance (HR: 0.79, p=0.054), 

becoming significant at the adjusted analysis (HR: 0.72, p=0.010).   

Loupakis et al, N Engl J Med 2014 

 

The objective of the present analysis is to provide updated 

results at a more mature follow up. 

Conclusions 

! Updated results of the TRIBE study demonstrate that first-

line induction FOLFOXIRI plus bev as compared to FOLFIRI 

plus bev significantly improves OS of molecularly 

unselected mCRC patients (median OS 29.8 vs 25.8 mos, 

HR: 0.80, p=0.030).  

! The advantage in survival increases over time with an 

estimated 5-years OS rate of 24.9% vs 12.5%. 

! The significant effect on PFS is confirmed (HR: 0.77, 

p=0.006) with a median PFS of 12.3 vs 9.7 mos.  

Based on these results FOLFOXIRI plus bev represents a new 

valuable option for the upfront treatment of unresectable 

mCRC pts. 

 

FOLFIRI + bev: N = 256 / Progressed = 236 

FOLFOXIRI + bev: N = 252 / Progressed = 232 

 

FOLFIRI + bev, median PFS : 9.7 mos 

FOLFOXIRI + bev, median PFS : 12.3 mos 

 

HR: 0.77 [0.65-0.93] 

p=0.006 

 

FOLFIRI + bev 

FOLFOXIRI + bev!

5ys-OS rate 
 

24.9% vs 12.4% 

Updated Progression Free Survival (median follow up: 48.1 mos) !

 

FOLFIRI + bev: N = 256 / Died = 200 

FOLFOXIRI + bev: N = 252 / Died = 174 

 

FOLFIRI + bev, median OS : 25.8 mos 

FOLFOXIRI + bev, median OS : 29.8 mos 

 

HR: 0.80 [0.65-0.98] 

p=0.030 

 

Updated Overall Survival (median follow up: 48.1 mos) !

FOLFIRI + bev 

FOLFOXIRI + bev!

FOLFOXIRI plus bev 
 better 

FOLFIRI plus bev 
better 

Subgroup Analyses for Overall Survival!

Results 

p for 
interaction 

Factor        N      HR 

0.5 1.0 1.5 

Multivariable Models!

The following clinical factors were significantly associated with 

shorter PFS and OS: ECOG performance status of 1 or 2, right-

sided primary tumor, synchronous metastases, disease not 

confined to the liver, unresected primary tumor, high Kohne 

score. 

 

At the multivariable model accounting for the above reported 

variables, adjusted HR for treatment effect on PFS was 0.77 

[0.64-0.94], p=0.010 and adjusted HR for treatment effect on OS 

was 0.77 [0.61-0.96], p=0.020.  

 

  

FOLFIRI + bev FOLFOXIRI + bev 

Potential candidates to 

2nd-line 

88.7% 

(227/256) 

86.9% 

(219/252) 

Any 2nd-line therapy 
79.3%  

(180/227) 

80.4%             

(176/219) 

2nd-line agents N=180 N=176 

Fluoropyrimidine, % 93% 81% 

Oxaliplatin, % 63% 26% 

Irinotecan, % 32% 63% 

Bevacizumab, % 31% 32% 

Anti-EGFR mAB, % 15% 29% 

3rd-line Anti-EGFR mAB, % 21% 13% 

Treatments After Progression!TRIBE Study Design!

Primary endpoint: Progression Free Survival 
Participating centers: 34 Italian Oncology Units 

First patient in: July 2008; Last patient in: May 2011!

Loupakis et al., New Engl J Med 2014 

mOS 19 months FOLFOXIRI + bev
mOS 10.7 months FOLFIRI +bev
HR [95% CI] p for interaction 0.52

Cremolini et al., Lancet Oncol 2015



BRAF inhibitors in CRC 

Kopetz S, JCO 28,15s, abstract 3534 2010

Modest activity in a single arm phase II study with Vemurafenib in BRAF mutant
chemorefractory mCRC <5% of RR



Unresponsiveness of colon cancer to BRAF(V600E) inhibition 
through feedback activation of EGFR

Prahallad A et al. Nature  2012



EGFR-mediated re-activation of MAPK signaling contributes to insensitivity of 
BRAF mutant colorectal cancers to RAF inhibition with vemurafenib

Corcoran et al. Cancer Discovery 2012



Model of adaptive feedback signaling in BRAFV600E CRC

Corcoran et al. Cancer Discovery 2018

BIN



Corcoran et al. Cancer Discovery 2018

confirmed RR 10%

confirmed RR 0%

confirmed RR 21%



Phase III BRAF mt mCRC : the BEACON study 

clinicaltrials.gov

enrolment closed in Jan 2019, 
results expected for ASCO 2019 ?



Phase III BRAF mt mCRC : the BEACON study 

clinicaltrials.gov

enrolment closed in Jan 2019, 
results expected for WCGI 2019 !?



BEACON study safety lead-in  

Local ORR (CR+PR)= 14(48%)

centrally ORR (CR+PR)= 12(41%)

Van Cutsem et al. JCO 2019



De Novo and Acquired Resistance Largely Overlap

Misale S. et al. Cancer Discovery 2014 October



Sartore-Bianchi A, et al. The Oncologist  2019

From August 2012 to April 2018, a total of 100 HER2- positive metastatic CRC tumors were
detected out of 1,485 KRAS exon 2 wild-type screened patients (6.7%). HER2-positive patients
show more frequently lung metastases (odds ratio [OR], 2.04; 95% confidence interval [CI],
1.15–3.61; p = .014) and higher tumor burden (OR, 1.48; 95% CI, 1.10–2.01; p =.011), and
tumors were more likely to be left sided (OR, 0.50; 95% CI, 0.22–1.11; p = .088). HER2-positive
patients who received treatment with anti-EGFR agents (n = 79) showed poorer outcome
(objective response rate, 31.2% vs. 46.9%, p = .031; progression-free survival, 5.7 months vs. 7
months, p = .087).

HER2 in CRC 



Validation of HER2 as a therapeutic target 

Inhibition of both EGFR and HER2 proved to be beneficial to treat 
cetuximab-resistant HER2-amplified mCRC

Xenopatient M077 Xenopatient M091

Bertotti et al. Cancer Discovery, 2011



Blocking HER2 in CRC: 

Lancet Oncology 2016



Guidelines for HER2 testing in CRC

Siena et al, Annals of  Oncology 2018



Pertuzumab plus trastuzumab for HER2-amplified metastatic colorectal cancer 
(MyPathway): an updated report from a multicentre, open-label, phase 2a, 

multiple basket study

Meric-Bernstam et al. Lancet Oncology 2019

ORR 32%



** HER2 positivity: by fluorescence or
chromogenic in situ hybridisation (FISH or
CISH; HER2 amplification based on HER2 to
chromosome 17 ratio >2·0 or HER2 copy
number >6·0), next-generation sequencing
(NGS; HER2 amplification based on copy
number gain), or immunohistochemistry
(HER2 overexpression based on
immunohistochemistry 3+ staining (defined
as more than 10% of cells with intense
circumferential, basolateral, or lateral
staining.

Meric-Bernstam et al. Lancet Oncology 2016

**

None of the 8 patients with HER2
amplification without overexpression
achieved a response (3 had stable disease
and 5 had progressive disease)





New possible target 



TRK signalling leads to cell proliferation, differentiation and survival

Nakagawara A. (2001) Cancer Lett 169:107-14
figure modified from Khotskaya Y.B. et al. (2017) Pharmacol
Therap 173:58-66

NTRK1 1,5%
NTRK3 0.7%

Vaishnavi A. et al. (2015) Cancer Discov 5:25-34



ENTRECTINIB activity in NTRK fusion-positive solid tumours: 
individual patient responses by tumour type

Cut-off date: 31 May 2018
Note: Patients (n=6) without matched pre/post therapy scans were excluded from the plot 

Demetri, et al. ESMO 2018

*

*
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‡Includes 9 unconfirmed PRs pending confirmation; does not include 13 patients continuing on study and 
awaiting initial response assessment *Patient had TRKC solvent front resistance mutation (G623R) at baseline 
due to prior therapy; #Surgical CR; †RECIST 1.1 
Note: Two patients not shown here. These patients discontinued treatment prior to any post-baseline tumor 
measurements.
CR, complete response; ORR, objective response rate; PR, partial response

Integrated‡

(n=109)

ORR (95% CI)† 81% (72‒88%)

Best response†

PR 63%

CR 17%

Larotrectinib: highly potent small-molecule inhibitor of TRKA, TRKB, and TRKC (5–11 nM IC50 in cellular assays)

Lassen U et al. 



Mechanisms of resistance to anti-egfr drugs and 
druggable targets: new possible target 

Hyperactivation of 
AXL signalling?

de novo
acquired

Resistance to anti-EGFR drugs



AXL signalling pathway

Ligand
dependent

Ligand
independent

Heterophilic
activation

Transcellular
ligand

independent

Myers et al 2017

receptor and ligand

mechanisms of activation signalling pathway





RAS mutant
N= 75

RAS WT patients
N= 102 

First line treatment:
CT+ anti-EGFR 

First line treatment:
CT+ anti-angiogenic

Overall population
N=177

CAPRI GOIM trial 
N= 68 

Our Institution     
N= 34

Patients’ population

Our Institution     N= 75

Martinelli E, et al unpublished data 



Negative= mPFS 12.1 months   (CI95% 11.0 – 13.3)
Positive=   mPFS   4.3 months   (CI95%  3.2  - 5.5)
Overall=    mPFS 11.4 months   (CI95%   9.7 - 13.1)

AXL N Events Censored

Negative 93 88 5

Positive 9 9 0

Overall 102 97 5

AXL N Events Censored

Negative 64 62 2

Positive 11 11 0

Overall 75 73 2

P value= 0.001 P value= 0.444

Negative= mPFS 9.1 months   (CI95% 7.6- 10.7)
Positive=   mPFS 8.9 months   (CI95% 5.4- 12.4)
Overall=    mPFS 8.9 months   (CI95%  7.7- 10.1)

RAS WT subgroup RAS mutant subgroup

AXL expression in tumour tissue 
Progression Free Survival

Martinelli E et al. unpublished data 



A model of acquired resistance

Patient = GC, Male, 1974 

Martinelli E et al. unpublished data 

3D patients derived spheroid cultures 



A model of acquired resistance

xx3D patients derived 

spheroid cultures 
Drug-screening

Martinelli E et al. unpublished data 

AXL inhibitors



Ciardiello Davide et al. Cancer Treatment Review, in press

IMMUNOTHERAPY of colorectal cancer: challenges for therapeutic efficacy

14% 37% 13% 23%  



Ciardiello Davide et al. Cancer Treatment Review, in press

How to convert a “cold” to an “hot” tumor

hot immune-tolerant 



CONCLUSIONS 
• Anti-EGFR therapies are a cornerstone of treatment for molecularly selected patients with

EGFR-dependent metastatic colorectal cancers.

• Clinical efficacy of anti-EGFR therapies should be improved in metastatic colorectal cancer by:

- Better patient molecular selection

- Dynamic evaluation of cancer molecular evolution during therapy by liquid biopsy

- Potential role of third generation monoclonal antibodies (mixtures of two or more anti-EGFR

antibodies targeted to not overlapping epitopes)

• BRAFV600E results for BEACON expected for this year: new standard?

• Anti-HER2 therapy proved activity: evaluation needed in the early lines

• New target: NTRK, AXL

• Immunotherapy for MSI-H/dMMR



Thank you  for your 
attention 


